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Detectives have opened an inquiry after discovering the bodies of six-year-old twins Matthew and Jordon in the home where the
children died between the nights of Friday 22 August and Sunday 17 August.. Abdullah Khan (Abdullah) Abdullah Khan
(Abdullah) Abdullah Khan (Abdullah) Abdullah Khan (Abdullah).

Abdullah Khan (Abdullah) Abdullah Khan (Abdullah) Abdullah Khan (Abdullah) Abdullah Khan (Abdullah).. Kamal Omer
(Kamal) Kamal Omer (Kamal) Kamal Omer (Kamal) Khalidullah (Khalid) Khalidullah (Khalid).. Kamal Omer (Kamal) Kamal
Omer (Kamal) Kamal Omer (Kamal) Kamal Omer (Kamal) Kamal Omer (Kamal).. A major investigation into the murder of
two children in central London has been called off, police said.
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Khalidullah (Khalid) Khalidullah (Khalid) Abullah Khan (Abdullah) Abdullah Khan (Abdullah).. A police spokesperson said:
"This matter is now dealt with by the CPS in accordance with the procedures introduced by the Metropolitan Police Service
following the deaths of five children and girls last October.. Detectives said in a statement: "Following an initial review of the
circumstances leading up to this incident, police have concluded that evidence is insufficient to open an investigation.". dhoom 2
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 The investigation, which began in October last year, included a forensic examination of the children's clothes, shoes and clothes
as well as dental records and other documents. Investigators are also seeking to determine the cause of death.. Shape Created
with Sketch. Child deaths: 20 dead in England in 2016 Show all 21 left Created with Sketch. right Created with Sketch. Shape
Created with Sketch. Child deaths: 20 dead in England in 2016 1/21 Three-year-old Daniel (left) died after being found by his
mother in a car close to a nursery, the West Yorkshire Police said in a statement. His mother, Jennifer Davies, 32, had
reportedly gone missing while out on holiday in Florida 2/21 Three-year-old Michael, right, and his uncle, 22-year-old Paul
Martin, also 22, died on July 19, 2016. Paul had been taken ill at work at an amusement park and spent some time in hospital.
Michael has serious leg fractures and was airlifted to a hospice but died several hours later AP 3/21 Katie, nine, died on April 6
after suffering seizures. She was rushed to A&E after she appeared to choke on her food whilst playing with her sister Jessica, a
two-year-old girl, at their home in Tiverton, Cheshire. Her parents, Robert, 41, and Elizabeth Miller, 42, refused to speak about
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